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From simple mug rugs to Renaissance-style tapestry wall hangings, 16 charming projects lead fiber lovers on a journey to discover the art of needle felting. Felt artist Neysa Russo shares
her years of experience with felt and felt design so that you can confidently create your own felted masterpiece.
If you want to make cute needle felt creations with simple tools, then read on... Have you been feeling the urge to start needle felting? Do you want to use your extra time to surround
yourself with the warmth of several cute and fuzzy animals? Have you always wondered how those cute needle felted animals that you see in stores are made? Do you want to give yourself a
warm and fuzzy welcome each time you come back home? Nothing feels better than a cute, fuzzy animal you can hold in the palm of your hand. That's what this book gives you, the opportunity
to make your own thumbelina sized needle felted friend! It's simple, creative, and very relaxing. Inside this book you'll discover: The #1 high performance wool you should use to make
needle felt creations 9 cute and fun projects perfect for beginners 5 hacks that will make your needle felt creations look better and realistic The #1 needle you should use for making your
first needle felt creation How to make a mini christmas trees in 14 steps The 5 biggest mistakes beginners make when making their first needle felt creation 5 simple yet effective tips that
will help tske your needle felting skills to the next level With this book you'll enjoy more creativity and less finger stabbing and disappointment. Here are the answers to some questions
you might have about this book: Q: Needle felting is a craft very new to me. Can i still make the projects in your book? A: Absolutely. This book is designed for the beginner needle felter
in mind. Needle felting is an easy to pickup craft that you can learn in your free time. Since there are step-by-step directions and the sizeof the pieces you need to make each part of the
animal. It takes away the guessing. So, even a complete beginner with a bit of fire in her can make these creations Q: Can I use the techniques inside this book to make other cute animals
on my own? A: The patterns provided are useful as a starting point and the overall ideas can be translated into other animals. They will give you a whole range of little pals that you can
have around your home, that most importantly don't look the same! Are the pictures inside this book color or b/w?: A: The pictures in this book are b/w illustration meant to show clearly
the intricacies of the projects inside. Every day you delay is another day you ignore you're desire to start needle felting. Satisfy your bug of needle felting today. Take action now by
scrolling up and clicking the 'Buy now' button
This book helps you learn how to combine needle-felting, free-motion quilting, and wet-felting techniques for an amazing finish to any quilt. Now needlecraft artists everywhere can take
their designs to the next level with this superb new book. Featuring step-by-step instructions that make mastering the fundamentals quick and easy, even if you're a beginner, alongside 8
colour-drenched projects - including a wrap, bag, and pillow - this will become a firm favourite with all quilters.
Mend, rethink, transform, recreate! Mending your favorite fabric items—from jeans to sweaters to sofa covers—becomes a true art form in Creative Mending. In this book, mending guru Hikaru
Noguchi shows you her entire range of valuable techniques—from embroidery and patching to darning and felting—that are just challenging enough for experienced menders. Noguchi's basic rules
of mending are that the repair should suit the fabric and its user, and that there are lots of creative ways to create beautifully customized repairs—some subtle, others making a statement.
She provides 13 techniques that show you how to: Apply creative repairs to both knitted and woven fabrics Use yarn, floss, ribbon, and fabric to reinvent well-loved garments Make
understated repairs that add just a touch of contrast, color, or texture Use visible mending techniques for bold repairs Darn with felt to add body and dimension to a repaired item Match
your repairs to the damage, the fabric, and the wearer Maneuver through tricky places like inseams and underarms And more! The 13 illustrated lessons and over 300 color photos in this book
provide detailed examples for all the basic techniques. Lots of variations plus plenty of tips and examples (67 in all) provide you with all the guidance you need to rethink and repair
beautifully. The stunning photos will inspire you to get creative on that fraying neckline or worn elbow!
Creative and inspirational techniques for feltmakers
Needle Felted Tapestries
Felt Frenzy
Indygo Junction's Needle Felting
A Beginners Guide for Crafting 9 Intricate Needle Felting Patterns and Felted Animals With Wool Plus Essential Instructions and Supplies Included
Creating Felt Artwork
Creative Felt
Wet felting requires no knowledge of knitting or crocheting and gives the crafter/designer complete freedom and control from the beginning. Hand-painted and solid-color roving--wool that has not been spun into yarn--is arranged on a
surface and subjected to hot water and agitation to create felt fabric. With Nancy's freeform methods, wool yarns, novelty yarns, bits of felt (called prefelt), and other fibers are worked into the felt to create highly textured and patterned
fabrics--felt inlays--and each individual piece is unique. Including 20 projects to show what you can make with your felt inlays.--From publisher description.
It's not just another felt book. Besides teaching this unique wet felt inlay technique, it includes 20 projects. Felting has always captivated the yarn and fiber craft audience. Whether you know how to knit/crochet or not, you can do this kind
of felting. Wet felting gives the crafter/designer complete freedom and control from the beginning. Hand-painted and solid-color roving-wool that has not been spun into yarn-is arranged on a surface and subjected to hot water and agitation
to create felt fabric. With Nancy's freeform methods, wool yarns, novelty yarns, bits of felt (called prefelt), and other fibers are worked into the felt to create highly textured and patterned fabrics-felt inlays. Each felt inlay (individual piece of
hand-made fabric) is unique and creative. But what's really great about this book is that Nancy takes it one giant step ahead by including 20 projects to show what you can make with your felt inlays.
In this visually stunning book, Moy Mackay reveals how you too can create beautiful pictures using felt. Characterised by her wonderful use of colour, Moy's work is breathtaking and includes still-lifes, animals and landscapes inspired by
the dramatic scenery of the Scottish Borders where she lives and works. Moy takes you through every step of the process, including the materials and tools you need, the feltmaking process itself (which is easier than you'd imagine), and
how to put together four fabulous felt paintings of your own. There is guidance on stitching, including both hand- and machine-stitching, as well as how to use colour and introduce texture in the form of different fibres and threads. There
are numerous examples of Moy's work through the book, and by the end you will not fail to be inspired to create gorgeous felt paintings of your own. "e;Moy's passionate use of colour and the deep texture created by felting are what draw
me to her work. I also like the way that she concentrates on her surroundings for her subject matter - her work is very free."e;-Kaffe Fassett
decorative arts & crafts.
500 Felt Objects
How to Make Cute Felt Creations with Minimal Tools
Little Needle-felt Animals
Couture Projects From Garments to Accessories
The Complete Photo Guide to Felting
Making Needle Felted Animals
Promoting Emotional Wellbeing in Early Years Staff
Your Go-To Guide To Start Crafting Awesome Needle Felting Object Pieces Needle felting is essentially the process of sculpting with unspun wool, also known as roving. It's also known as 'dry felting,'
because it doesn't require any water or soap, compared to the more well-known 'wet felting,' and all you need to get started with making awesome crafts is a felting needle to mesh the wool together. As
you poke the needle, the barbs in the needle pull the wool strands together, firming it up as you shape it. While felting is an old craft, needle felting in this form is pretty modern. Eleanor, a fiber
artist from the United States, is the first person to adopt it. With the advent of craft blogging and Etsy in the early 2000s, the trend flourished and made its way to the United Kingdom and other parts
of the world. Needle felting is appealing because it is simple to learn, has a low entrance cost, and is portable. It is a wonderfully relaxing and anxiety-relieving craft. Then there's the pride of
having created your first 'thing' – a genuinely spectacular experience! As a newbie to needle felting, you need all the tips, techniques, and knowledge resources you can lay hold of to avoid the pitfalls
other beginners make and start making beautiful pieces of crafts that you can sell for profit; this book thus, is a good place to start. This book, Needle Felting Handbook, will benefit you regardless of
where you are in your needle felting journey. Here are snippets of what you will learn; • Crafts you can make with needle felting • The benefits you stand to gain when you needle-felt • Needle felting
crafts you can profit from • Ways to promote your felted crafts • Needle felting tips and techniques that make the felting process seamless • Basic tools and supplies needed to start felting • 9 DIY
needle felting project ideas you can start with RIGHT AWAY! • Troubleshooting common needle felting problems and felting mistakes to avoid And lots more! So, what more are you waiting for? Get a copy of
this book RIGHT NOW to get started
Roly Poly the polar bear gets a little brother he did not ask for, in this charming story about sibling rivalry and the bonds of family from the beloved picture book creators of Time for Bed, Mem Fox and
Jane Dyer. Roly Poly the polar bear loves being an only child. His bed is only his. The fish he catches are only his. And he doesn’t have to share his toy walrus tooth with anyone. But then along comes
baby Monty. Roly Poly did not ask for a little brother and he certainly does not want one now! What is Roly Poly to do when Monty starts making him share his bed and fish and walrus tooth?
This richly illustrated how-to book is a comprehensive reference for various felting techniques, including needle felting, wet felting, and nuno felting. With these easy-to-follow, step-by-step directions
and hundreds of full-color photos, you’ll be able to explore these easy projects that provide fun opportunities for you to try the techniques. Galleries of unique felted designs and creations by renowned
fabric artists act as beautiful examples and inspiration to pursue the hobby yourself.
In 'Felt to Stitch', acclaimed feltmaker Sheila Smith explores the possibilities of making and using handmade felt for stitch. Felt is an incredibly versatile medium that is easy to make and manipulate
and provides the ideal base for surface embellishment. Handmade felt allows you a degree of control and creativity that ready-made fabrics cannot replicate. This book shows you how to make your own felt,
select and dye your own colours, build unusual textures with felt fibres and further embellishment, and manipulate the felt to produce three-dimensional pieces. With sample projects that illustrate the
main techniques, Felt to Stitch will address the main elements of design in felt : Colour: blending commercially dyed fibres; dyeing processes for wool fibres; applying colour as surface design Line and
shape: methods for creating clear outlines in felt; pre-felts for use on inlay, appliqué and mosaic. Texture: combining felt and fabric – Nuno felt; embellishing with other fibres. Form/three-dimensional
felt: seamless hollow forms. Other techniques: multi-layered felts; low relief; webs/grids.
20 Irresistibly Simple Needle Felting Projects
Cool Needle Felting for Kids
Fast Fun & Easy Needle Felting
Woolbuddies
Needle Felting Made Simple
The Picture Guide on How to Effectively Needle Felt and Make Wonderful Needle Felting Projects for Beginners
Felting and Making Toys and Gifts
“There are many felting books that focus on creating small animal toys, but few contain projects with as much verve as those in this book.” —Library Journal You can see how cute these woolbuddies are.
You’re not going to believe how easy it is to make them! Tired of searching for special toys that weren’t mass-produced, former Lucasfilm animator Jackie Huang created the beloved Woolbuddy, a collection
of all-natural stuffed animals that reflect his unique imaginative vision. He went on to capture fans at craft fairs, Comic-Con, and specialty boutiques. Now Huang teaches you how, using just some wool
and a needle, you can make a wide-eyed owl, a toothy shark, a fuzzy sheep, a towering giraffe, and many more simple yet sensational projects. With step-by-step instructions and helpful how-to photographs,
crafters can create clutchable keepsakes to be instantly enjoyed and forever cherished.
This book is an essential guide for anyone interested in the popular craft of needle-felting. Whether you are completely new to needle-felting or an experienced felter, this book has something to offer,
from precise instructions to creative inspiration. Written by two authors, experienced in making and teaching crafts to students of all ages and abilities, instructions are easy to follow and include
practical yet creative ideas to fix common mistakes. Projects arise from a genuine love of the natural world and animals, whether they be family pets ('Our Friend Dexter') or wild animals whose widespread
ill-treatment has brought them into the limelight. Requiring no experience other than an interest in working and playing with wool, projects progressively build on skills throughout, and will transform
you into an avid needle-felter in no time at all.
From lazy cats to jumping squirrels, this richly illustrated book offers step-by-step instructions to create more than 25 different animals, in different stances and sizes, using the authors unique
'building-up' felt craft method
Are you looking for the perfect guide to teach your child to crochet? Look no further! Creative Kids Complete Photo Guide to Crochet starts with the absolute basics about stitching, beginning with a
discussion about hooks and yarn and how to make simple chains, then gradually introduces skills and techniques until kids are crocheting confidently. Veteran crochet author Deborah Burger, author of
Crochet 101 and How to Make 100 Crochet Appliqués, will guide you and your children through projects. With over 200 photos and clear, concise instructions in language easily understood by grade-school
kids, you're going to be creating crafty crochet projects with your child in no time! Each project lists the crocheting skills that will be exercised in making it and projects are rated for difficulty, so
kids can learn and grow as they develop dexterity and coordination. Your children will learn to crochet by making simple projects and building skills by practicing the essentials, and this book provides a
sound foundation for a lifetime of crocheting enjoyment.
Felting and Stitching
8 Techniques & Projects — Creative Results in Minutes!
Fabulous Felt Hats
Wool Art with a Painterly Style
Creative Kids Complete Photo Guide to Crochet
Beautiful Darning, Patching and Stitching Techniques (Over 300 color photos)
Creating Felt Pictures
Learn about the basics of fiber arts while creating cool stuff. The Cool Needle Felting for Kids title teaches the first steps of how to needle felt. Activities will help kids use what they learned to make a fun bracelet, a tiny bowl, a cuddly penguin
and more. Custom how-to photos and easy step-by-step instructions make crafting a blast. Don't wait to get cool crafting! Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing.
'Creating Felt Artwork' provides step-by-step instructions to show you how easy and fun it is to make colourful handmade felt pictures.You can either follow the project steps exactly to make a vibrant and textured meadow picture (see front
cover of book), or you can easily create your own original design by following the project steps and using the extra information in each step to guide you where relevant.The book walks you through finding inspiration and getting started on your
project, through the making, optional embellishing, and hanging of your work. Free motion embroidery, using just a basic sewing machine, is demystified. There are handy hints along the way and many colour photos of some of the author's
own artwork that you will be able to use to find inspiration and ideas for your own creations. This book is suitable for complete beginners and for those who already enjoy felt making.
Bring wool sculptures to life by developing your character designs from scratch Have you ever thought about creating your own handmade characters? In the world of art, your imagination has no limits. With the help of Melissa Thomson, you
will make small collectible textile sculptures. In this guide, you will learn the step by step process of how to develop the design of characters using needle felting technique. You will also know the creative process and the secrets to give color,
texture and life to your art toy. In this book, you will discover: Enchanting world of wool Materials and tools used for needle felting How to turn wool to beautiful masterpieces How to make your first design. You will begin this guide by
understanding what needle felting is about and its history. Then, you will be introduced to the materials needed to perform needle felting and how to create your own inspired designs. Time to get your hands in action! Get ready to start
creating characters using the step by step technique you will learn in this book. Sculpt your first masterpiece on the go, adding volume and texture. Shape your design, creating its face, with volume and details. Who is this book for? To all those
interested in creating art toys with wool. Requirements: It is not necessary to have any prior knowledge, since you will see step by step how to create your arts. Want to learn more and design your favorite art? Scroll up and click the Buy Now
copy to get your copy. What Others Said About this Book "Hello, thanks for the information; it's all really well organized, and of course, it's been very useful to me; I'll certainly recommend it." - Florence Clark, Colorado, USA. "Thank you very
much for sharing all this information with us. It is very difficult to find information about needle felt and your book is very useful. Thanks!" - Naomi McAdoo, California, USA. "Your book is great. I want to get started on this craft, but I don't know
if I can find these things in my country." - Tiziana Marino, Madrid, Spain. The book is very complete, you have clarified a lot of things, keep it up!" - Jessica Johnson, Florida USA. "Thank you, your fantastic explanations have helped me a lot." Cathey Robin, Connecticut, USA. "Hello, thank you very much for the information, very valuable." - Karen Davis, Manitoba, Canada. "Thank you so much for the advice ... it is a great way to create beautiful arts!" - Christine Collins, Perth,
Australia. "Very well explained, excellent !!! thank you very much for sharing this tutorial. It is all a wonderful art !! Greetings from Nova Scotia." - William Scott, Nova Scotia, Canada. Your information is very extensive and well explained, thank
you, my best wishes!" - Sandra Bates, Maryland, USA. "Good explanation from the author, all very graphic and easy to understand. I highly recommend it." - Ernest Fortin, Michigan, USA. "This is not the first needle felting book I have read, but I
adored the writer, her way of explaining, techniques and her style of art." - Philip McCranie, Sydney, Australia. "I love it! I am already addicted to creating art toys. The writer has explained everything step by step so that the whole process
seemed understandable."- Laura Ferrara, New Jersey, USA.. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Melissa Thomson is a needle felting artist who specializes in toys. Melissa, who holds a degree in Plastic Arts and Sculpture, makes art toys out of wool, felt, and
other textile materials, giving life to colorful and fun characters. Her main sources of inspiration are food and nature, which she adores.
Although there are several books on felt, this is the first one that concentrates on felt fashions – in the broadest sense – with felt techniques and patterns for construction. From simple corsages through hats and scarves to jackets and fulllength coats, this is an essential book for those already working in felt or fashion who want to make more of felted textiles. The author takes you through the techniques of feltmaking but goes on to show you how to embellish and colour the
felt – including using velvets and silks and ruching methods – and then construct garments and accessories from it. The book covers: 1. How to make basic felt 2. Embellishing felt 2. Corsages 3. Earrings and other jewellery 4. Scarves 5. Nuno
felt techniques 6. Hat-making 7. Felt sleeveless top 8. Felt skirt 9. Felt jacket, including nuno felt jacket 10. Felt coat With clear instructions, construction patterns and stunning images of felted fashions from a range of felters, this is a great
book on a subject growing in popularity.
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Easy Techniques and 25 Great Projects
Not Your Mama's Felting
Contemporary Explorations of a Remarkable Material
Contemporary Techniques and Beautiful Projects
Complete Feltmaking
Felt Inlays
Needle Felting For Beginners
Felting is an ancient craft that enjoys an endless variety of forms and uses. Felt Fashion captures the art and sophistication that is possible with handmade felt, while keeping it simple and attainable for anyone to master. Whether it’s a collar or an entire dress, each project is irresistible
and brings felting to an entirely new level. The author demonstrates several basic felting techniques including: basic wet felting, needle felting, nuno, and punch needle felting. For the more advanced fiber artist and sewer, she provides patterns and instructions for original clothing
designs including vests, jackets, and skirts.Felt Fashion is a standout from other felting books for its scope, originality, and its distinct ties to couture.
Describes the concepts and theories of feltmaking, equipment needed, and the techniques of feltmaking, along with a variety of projects for such items as bags, shawls, curtains, and bath mats.
Though children's wellbeing is high on the agenda for policy makers, the welfare of the professionals looking after them is often taken for granted. Sonia Mainstone-Cotton recognises that in order to enhance children's emotional wellbeing, it's vital that early years professionals are stressfree and emotionally well themselves. This is the first guide of its kind, offering succinct and practical guidance, tips and ideas for those working with young children on how to comfortably manage the pressures of their job, improve their work/life balance, and support the wellbeing of
their colleagues. Easy to dip in and out of, this guide is an essential item for any early years staff room.
Creative Wool Accents are the Latest Way to Play! A beginner's guide to crafting's new craze - needle felting. Learn in minutes! Everything you need to know about tools, materials, and techniques. Embellish woolen wearables and accessories, or create your own felted fabric projects.
Create necklaces, bracelets, hat accessories, even soft buttons and beads. Today's hottest trend is easy, addictive, and portable. Try all kinds of materials, including felt, wool yarn, roving, and other natural fibers. A project for every technique including easy stencils and a stained-glass
effect.
The Complete Step by Step User Guide to Craft Out Awesome Needle Felting Projects and Lifelike Needle Felted Animals and More with Wool
Needle Felting Handbook
A Practical Guide for Looking after Yourself and Your Colleagues
Making Natural Felt Animals
Roly Poly
Felt to Stitch
Creative Needle Felting
Needlefelting is fast becoming the most popular and easiest way to create cute and quirky characters and curiosities. In this book you can learn to make 30 adorable little animals.
Crafters are embracing felting as one of the most exciting and versatile techniques around--and textile artist Lizzie Houghton offers 30 stunning projects that truly stand out from the crowd. Her thorough, fully-illustrated tutorial in the basics will open the craft up to anyone: it includes
everything from laying out the fabric and network felting to three-dimensional forms. Beginners then have the skills they need to create subtle variances in color; carry out bold, playful experiments; and work with traditional fibers as well as velvets, silks, and embroidery. The scarves,
wraps, pillows, throws, and other felted designs all feature nature-inspired shades, from the fiery hues of chili and poppy and rust to the earthy tones of fern and moss.
Craft.
More than another needle felting craft book, Creative Needle Felting approached needle felting as an art form. The projects are lovely wall suitable for framing. The book covers all the basics of needle felting and offers creative techniques to inspire needle felters of all levels to create their
own masterpieces.
Uniquely Felt
Make Your Own Woolen Masterpieces
How to Needle Felt and Create Beautiful Shapes with Colorful Wool
New Techniques, Creative Projects
Creative Mending
Feltlicious
A Fun and Creative Introduction to Fiber Art
Feltlicious is a hearty three-course meal of needle-felting techniques, beautifully crafted foods and fun projects that's sure to satisfy your crafty cravings. Start with a nutritious buffet of essential tools and techniques, then browse a variety of yumm
Needle Felting is a wonderful craft that involves regularly stabbing a needle into a piece of wool in order to strengthen and shape it into the required formIt is becoming a popular technique for creating small animal figures due to the fact that the texture of the texted creations are identical to an animal furThis
book will show you tools and equipment required to begin needle felting at homeYou will also be shown how to effectively needle felt in the comfort of your homeGet your copy today by scrolling up and clicking Buy Now to get your copy today
Feltmaking is a popular medium for craftsmen, but few have explored its potential as an art form. This new book demonstrates the exciting scope of pictorial feltmaking and explains how to create felt pictures with the depth and atmosphere usually associated with a graphite drawing or a watercolour painting.
Written by a leading felt artist, it shows how to work freely with the wool as if it were paint or a piece of charcoal. Covers essential feltmaking skills for the beginner, as well as techniques and inspiration for the more experienced feltmaker, with advice on how drawing and painting skills, such as perspective
composition and the use of colour, can be applied to felt pictures. Illustrated with stunning pictures of finished works, as well as practical demonstrations, it also includes a guide to the presentation and framing of work.
Designed with the absolute beginner in mind, this project collection explores all the major feltmaking techniques, from knit-and-shrink to wet felting, needlefelting, and "recycled felting," as well as ways to combine techniques for creative and unique results. With 26 projects and photographs of more than 50
before-and-after felted yarn combinations, crafters can easily customize patterns with substitutions of their choice. Instructions are given for felted bags, flowers, hats, jackets, scarves, wool sneakers, and even a nuno felted skirt; while fiber types, tools for getting started, and the four major techniques needed
to create these projects are also all covered. Armed with plenty of information and the authors' can-do spirit, crafters will find it easy to add felting to their repertoires.
Art in Felt & Stitch
Creative Felting
Needle Felting for Beginners
Over 20 Wild, Domestic and Imaginary Creatures
22 Stylish Projects for Home & Fashion
Feltmaking and Wool Magic
Needle-felted Treats to Make & Give
After studying textile design in both the USA and Finland, author Jorie Johnson was introduced to the felt making process in 1977 when she was first taught Scandinavian felt boot-making. She was immediately struck by felt's amazing
properties and possibilities. Through this book, Feltmaking and Wool Magic, you will see that Jorie's approach to felt making is clearly creative as well as effective. The book covers in detail, basic step by step felt making techniques,
then goes on to present a series of projects from simple jewelry to beautiful vests.
The art of felting, the process of working wool fibers together to form felt, is the ultimate in craft creativity because no two items turn out exactly alike. The first book to cover knitted or crocheted felting, needle felting, and wet felting,
Not Your Mama's Felting will have you creating fashions, accessories, and gifts that will have your non-felting friends asking, "How did you do that?" Fun and funky, this guide includes: * The essentials: all about fiber, the tools of the
trade, wet felting, needle felting, fulling, and dyeing * Patterns and step-by-step instructions for approximately thirty projects, including an assemble-your-own wallet kit, a bad-boy hoodie, a loopy boa, a chunky bead necklace, needle
vases, and more * Tips to customize each design * Basic knitting and crocheting instructions so that even non-needleworkers can make all of the projects Does the smell of wet sheep turn you on? Long to escape to your own private
yurt? With Not Your Mama's Felting, you'll be a felt-loving material girl in no time.
Are you a lover of DIY arts and crafts? Have you ever found yourself longing to create something of beauty? Do you want to know how to get started with needle felting to create awesome crafts in no time? If so, then read on… Everyone
appreciates art. Yes, there may be different ways to express this appreciation and the results of these different expressions are not the same. As a lover of art, you may have heard of needle felting. Needle felting, in a nutshell, is the art
of sculpting wool with a special type of needle known as the felt needle. With this craft, you can create basically any kind of DIY project you can conceive; from the most simple crafts to those that are more complicated. Think of
anything, and there is every chance you can create such using needle felting. Knowing that you can create a lot of DIY projects through this method is not enough. There are a lot of intricacies involved in the creation of these beautiful
projects, and this book is created to walk you through the process of getting acclimatized with this craft - even if you are just a starter. In this book, you will; 1. Know what needle felting is all about and all the information you will need
to get started with this craft. 2. Be familiar with the history of needle felting and the therapeutic advantages of needle felting. 3. Understand the basic needle felting terminologies. This will make sure that you have a clearer knowledge
of what you are getting into. 4. Discover the needle felting tips, tricks and strategies to help you make the most of your efforts. 5. Uncover the tools and materials you need to have for a successful needle felting project. 6. Get to know a
ton of needle felting projects you can start off, even as a beginner, spanning from simple projects like felted buttons to more complicated projects like felted animals. 7. Be able to answer questions that may come up as you needle felt.
And a whole lot more! As a creative, you will see that with a little nudge in the right direction, you can unleash the creative juices within and get a lot of projects done. If you are not willing to spend tons of hours online, seeking for
useful information on the subject of needle felting and all the things you can do with the craft, then you should purchase a copy of this book RIGHT NOW
Covers all aspects of felt making, beginning with simple flat felt and felting hollow 3D shapes, and moving to knitted felting, needle felting, and other more advanced techniques, in a guide that includes step-by-step explanations and
photographs that demonstrate each technique, as well as complete instructions for twenty-five creative projects. Original. 20,000 first printing. Crafter's Choice Alt.
Felt Fashion
Making Textured and Patterned Felt for 23 Creative Projects
Dazzling Designs from Handmade Felt
Felting Fashion
Creative Felting for Textile Artists
Making More Needle-Felting Magic
Dozens of Techniques from Fulling and Shaping to Nuno and Cobweb : Includes 46 Creative Projects

Beautiful Projects to Create in Wool. Needle felting's easy to learn and fun to do! Make and embellish pretty things to wear, bags to carry, funky jewelry, plus pillows, runners, bowls and more for the home. Complete instructions for hand and
machine techniques using a variety of fibers. 22 projects with that vintage-cool Indygo Junction look-plus an inspiring gallery from five top designers. Learn a fresh new craft from your favorite designers at Indygo Junction! Creating and
embellishing wool fashions and accessories is easy and remarkably fun. Choose or re-use wool fabrics, then add yarns, roving and novelty fibers. You'll learn how to prepare materials, plus techniques for dry and wet felting. Lots of projects
show off your skills!
People have been making felt without specialist tools for the last three thousand years. This book teaches how to make felt in easy, step-by-step stages, along with helpful photographs and diagrams.The second half of the book is a wealth of
ideas of things to make with felt, ranging from toys and dolls to beautiful accessories and gifts.
Internationally-known felt artist Chad Hagen shows just how simple, good-looking, and varied feltmaking can be, as she guides you through the basics of making more than a dozen spectacular hand-sculpted hats. Here are 15 patterns with
endless variations, all in classic shapes, and transformed into unique fashion statements with fanciful touches and exquisite embellishments. Berets have 'wings,' snoods come with long tails just right for scrunching up, and caps feature soft
felt spikes or long "dreadlocks" to tie in knots. Even the most traditional designs, such as pillboxes and brimmed hats, sport whimsical tiny safety pins or beads and buttons. For those who prefer not to start from scratch, there's even advice
on jazzing up store-bought hats.
Felting and Making More Toys and Gifts
The Cool and Creative Way to Get it Together
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